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cological systems are under increasing pressure
from environmental change, including climate change,
habitat loss and fragmentation, and increasing human populations. To understand the consequences of environmental
change, to minimize adverse impacts, and to prioritize
actions, conservation managers and policymakers need to
know how ecological systems will be affected (Evans 2012).
Despite this need, predicting the consequences of environmental change for biodiversity has remained a challenge
for ecologists. The reasons for this include the complexity,
size, and slow dynamics of ecological systems, which usually prevent the use of controlled experiments (Grimm and
Railsback 2012). Ecology therefore often relies on modeling, but most traditional models are too limited to predict
the effect of future novel environmental change. They are
usually focused on empirically determined demographic
rates, such as birth and death rates—for example, using
mark–recapture studies. A key limitation of this empirical
approach is that the resulting demographic rates are valid
only for the environmental conditions under which they
were observed and may not hold for the new circumstances
for which predictions are required (Evans 2012).
Individual-based ecology (IBE) provides a research paradigm for developing more-flexible and -predictive population models (Grimm and Railsback 2005). It views ecological

populations as having properties (e.g., size, death rate, age
distribution, space use) that arise from the behavioral traits
and interactions (e.g., decision rules, behavior, physiology,
genotype) of their constituent individuals, with the links
among environment, individuals, and populations made
through individual-based models (IBMs). IBMs explicitly
represent discrete individuals within a population and their
individual life cycles. The great potential of IBMs for understanding ecological systems has been known for a long time
(e.g., Łomnicki 1978, DeAngelis et al. 1980), and they have
been used widely in several fields. For example, IBMs have
been used in forest research and management (Bugmann
2001), a suite of IBMs was developed to manage Everglades
restoration (DeAngelis et al. 1998), and a long and diverse
research program (for a summary, see Rose 2000) applied
IBMs to many fisheries problems. Still, IBMs did not develop
a record of successful predictions in their early decades
(Grimm 1999). Rose (2000) concluded that the predictions
would be more successful if IBMs were combined with life
history theory and multidisciplinary research programs.
In IBE, IBMs are designed around two key criteria: emergence and fitness (Railsback 2001). Emergence means that
the behavior underlying demographic rates results from
the individuals’ behavioral decisions, which are based on
fitness-related decision rules (Grimm and Railsback 2005).
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Ecologists urgently need a better ability to predict how environmental change affects biodiversity. We examine individual-based ecology (IBE), a
research paradigm that promises better a predictive ability by using individual-based models (IBMs) to represent ecological dynamics as arising
from how individuals interact with their environment and with each other. A key advantage of IBMs is that the basis for predictions—fitness
maximization by individual organisms—is more general and reliable than the empirical relationships that other models depend on. Case
studies illustrate the usefulness and predictive success of long-term IBE programs. The pioneering programs had three phases: conceptualization,
implementation, and diversification. Continued validation of models runs throughout these phases. The breakthroughs that make IBE more
productive include standards for describing and validating IBMs, improved and standardized theory for individual traits and behavior, software
tools, and generalized instead of system-specific IBMs. We provide guidelines for pursuing IBE and a vision for future IBE research.
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Consequently, the behavior of simulated individuals can
resemble that of real individuals that are equipped with fitness-seeking traits (e.g., to minimize predation risk, to feed
in locations in which their food consumption rate is maximized), because it is assumed that natural selection has produced behavior that maximizes individual fitness (Grimm
and Railsback 2005). Model animals are expected to respond
to environmental change as do real ones, because they use
the same fitness-maximizing decision rules. The advantage
over traditional methods is that IBMs require fewer historical data, and the basis of prediction—fitness maximization—is more likely to maintain its predictive power in new
environments than are the empirical relationships of traditional methods. Adaptive behavior can also be represented
implicitly, as behaviors or physiological processes that presumably evolved because they convey fitness (Sibly 2013).
For example, in their IBM, Martin and colleagues (2013)
used dynamic energy budget theory (Sousa et al. 2010) to
represent evolved trade-offs in the allocation of food energy
to maintenance, growth, and reproduction. Adaptive behavior can also be modeled by artificially evolving successful
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org

Lessons from the individual-based ecology of stream
trout
Our first case study of IBE is the development of inSTREAM,
a model originally designed to improve predictions of
how trout populations downstream of hydroelectric dams
respond to alternative flow- and temperature-management
policies (Railsback and Harvey 2002, Railsback et al. 2009).
Such predictions are necessary at the many dams managed
for both power production and conservation of downstream
resources that include trout.
Conceptualization. Since the 1970s, the standard tool for

assessing the effects of river flow on fish has been a habitat model (the physical habitat simulation of Bovee et al.
1998) that produces relations between flow and the areas
of suitable habitat for separate species and life stages of
fish. Suitable habitat has depths and velocities in ranges
in which fish are often observed. This approach has wellknown limitations (EPRI 2000), including that it does not
produce testable predictions of population responses, only
simulated changes in “suitable” habitat; it does not consider
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Figure 1. Three phases of individual-based ecology (IBE). Abbreviation: IBM,
individual-based model.

decision traits within a model (Huse
et al. 1999, Giske et al. 2013).
In this article, we explain how IBE
can be used to predict the effect of
environmental change on animals and
to provide evidence for conservation
management and policy. We present
two case studies of long-term research
programs on IBE, of stream trout and
coastal birds. Although we focus on
animal populations, IBE applies to any
organism, including plants (e.g., Berger
and Hildenbrandt 2000) and microbes
(e.g., Hellweger and Bucci 2009, Kreft
et al. 2013). We identify three phases
of IBE (figure 1): (1) Conceptualization:
identifying the research questions and
why IBE is an appropriate framework
to answer them; (2) implementation: the
development and validation of an IBM
for the initial study system or systems;
and (3) diversification: model simplification, generalization, and validation
for a wider range of systems and questions. The case studies were independent
and developed along different pathways,
but there is considerable overlap and
convergence of issues, approaches, and
solutions, which makes it possible to
extract general lessons. We provide general guidelines for pursuing a research
program of IBE, highlight breakthroughs
that have made IBE more productive,
and present a future vision for IBE.
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simple for the trout model. In behavioral ecology, the theory
for risk–growth trade-offs was well established but only for
situations in which the future is known and unaffected by
the individuals (e.g., Mangel and Clark 1986). However, in
the trout IBM’s population context, individuals compete for
limited resources, so current decisions depend on future
conditions that depend on the behavior of other individuals, as well as on unknown future flows and temperatures.
The solution was to assume that model trout use the simple
prediction that current conditions will persist over a future
time horizon and then to select the habitat that provides
the highest expected survival rates against both starvation (a function of energy intake and current weight) and
predation over the time horizon (Railsback et al. 1999,
Railsback and Harvey 2013). Updating the prediction and
decision daily lets individuals continually adapt to changing situations.
The validation of inSTREAM’s predictions was initially
focused on showing that its habitat selection behavior was
adequate. The model was shown to reproduce a variety of
observed patterns in how trout change habitat selection
in response to factors such as competition and predation,
flow and temperature, and food availability (Railsback and
Harvey 2002). A separate set of simulation experiments
(Railsback et al. 2002) showed inSTREAM to reproduce
patterns often observed at the population level, such as
high rates of density-dependent mortality in early juveniles,
density-dependent growth, and fewer old fish when pool
habitat is rare. Parameter sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
identified the parameters to which the results are sensitive
but also showed that the model’s relative ranking of flow
management alternatives can be quite robust to parameter
uncertainty (Railsback et al. 2009).

Implementation. The first IBM for this problem was published

development since 1999 and has evolved to increase its
applicability to a variety of sites and questions (table 2). It
has been applied to over 20 sites, ranging from very small
creeks to major rivers. Its software has been improved to
automate or ease common tasks, such as setting up and
running simulation experiments, and to keep up with
improvements in the hydraulic models used to generate
habitat input.
Two applications required modifications that substantially
diversified inSTREAM’s usefulness. One new application
was the prediction of trout population responses to subdaily
flow releases: hourly changes in flow that allow hydropower
projects to match short-term electricity demand. Modeling
trout at an hourly time step required adding another adaptive behavior: how they shift between feeding and hiding
behaviors between day and night. The modified model
reproduced many observed patterns in such daily activity
and habitat shifts (Railsback et al. 2005). The second new
application turned inSTREAM into a model of the freshwater life stages of salmon, by adding the arrival at spawning
sites of adults migrating from the ocean and the decision by

by Van Winkle and colleagues (1998). inSTREAM retains
some basic structure of the first IBM but was completely
redesigned. inSTREAM was also implemented in new software, especially to provide the graphical displays that are
essential for testing and understanding complex spatial
models (figure 2a, table 1).
For inSTREAM, validation—the process of showing that
a model is useful for its intended purpose—started with testing its main adaptive behavior. Modeling the habitat selection behavior of trout was a significant challenge, because
conventional foraging theory was not directly applicable to
this IBM (Railsback and Harvey 2013). Trout clearly adapt
to changes in flow and temperature by selecting different
feeding sites. However, their decisions depend on predation risk as well as energy intake, both of which depend on
habitat conditions that vary unpredictably day to day, and
on the numbers of other fish. Many previous IBMs included
adaptive foraging behavior but assumed that foraging was
driven only by growth or by risk; the few models in which
both were considered achieved this via assumptions too
142 BioScience • February 2015 / Vol. 65 No. 2
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flow variation over time, which is a major emphasis of modern river management; and it does not link the different
effects of flow on different life stages or multiple species into
population- or community-level effects. In fact, whether
animal populations are closely linked to the availability of
suitable habitat has been strongly debated (see Railsback
et al. 2003). Traditional methods of assessing the effects of
water temperature are similarly limited, relying on a simple
threshold approach. River managers often assume that temperatures are acceptable for trout as long as they are less
than 20 degrees Celsius, a threshold for direct thermal stress.
However, indirect and sublethal effects of temperature are
important and well understood but are not incorporated in
conventional assessments.
IBE was appealing for this flow and temperature assessment problem for several reasons that were already well
understood at the time at which inSTREAM’s precursor
(Van Winkle et al. 1998) was conceptualized. Foremost was
that the key effects of flow and temperature on individual
trout were already well understood. Drift-feeding (sit-andwait predation, the foraging mode typically used by trout)
models had already been shown to predict how water velocity and depth affect fish food intake and swimming speed
(e.g., Hughes 1992). Bioenergetics models then link food
intake and temperature to growth. Second, an IBM could
combine the multiple effects of flow and temperature on
individual growth and survival and combine them into testable predictions of population and community responses.
Third, an IBM operating at a daily time step could predict the effects of naturally variable flow and temperature
regimes. Finally, trout are known to use at least one key
behavior, habitat selection, to adapt to changes in flow and
temperature; representing behavior and its effects are exactly
the realm of IBE.
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Figure 2. Graphical output of individual-based models. (a) inSTREAM. Habitat cells are shaded by depth. Adult trout are
depicted as black rectangles in the cells in which they feed; redds (egg nests) appear as ovals. Users can click on the display
to view and even change state variables of individual cells, fish, and redds. (b) MORPH (here, simulating Brent geese
[Branta bernicla L.] in the Exe Estuary, United Kingdom). The distribution of patches and foragers (circles) are displayed
to the left (different types of forager can be represented in different colors). The tabs to the right display the values of state
variables (here, food resources) graphically. The “Details” tab shows the numerical value of each global, patch, and forager
state variable during each time step. Individual foragers can be selected by double clicking either in the display or on the
“Details” tab; the forager can then be followed through the simulation. The buttons at the bottom right allow the simulation
to be paused, slowed down, speeded up, or progressed one time step at a time. (c) KiWi (left; Piou et al. 2008) simulates
mangrove forests, and IBU (right; Piou et al. 2007) simulates competition between crabs (Ucides cordatus). KiWi and IBU
use the field-of-neighborhood concept as a standard way to model neighborhood interactions among sessile and nonsessile
organisms (center; the height of the zone represents the strength of interaction).
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org
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Table 1. Overview of the inSTREAM and MORPH models.
MORPH

To predict effects of changes in flow, temperature, turbidity
and channel characteristics on river trout communities
(e.g., abundance and relative abundance)

To predict how environmental change (e.g., habitat loss,
disturbance) affects population processes (e.g., mortality
rate, emigration) within foraging animal populations

Time scales

One-day time steps
Simulation durations of weeks to decades

Fixed time steps (e.g., hours)
Simulation durations of months for coastal birds

Spatial scales

One or more reaches, representative pieces of stream
typically hundreds to thousands of meters long;
reaches typically contain hundreds to thousands of
polygonal cells up to tens of square meters in area

Uniform patches of fixed location and area

Decisionmaking

Trout select a cell and food resource to maximize expected
fitness over a future time window

Foragers select a patch and food resource to maximize
perceived fitness

Entities and state
variables

Reaches: Daily values of flow, temperature, and turbidity
Cells: Depth and velocity that depend on flow; static
variables for availability of hiding and feeding cover and
spawning gravel
Trout: Species, sex, age, length, and weight
Redds (nests of trout eggs): The number of eggs, and how
developed the eggs are

Global environment: Variables that apply across the modeled
system (e.g., time of day)
Patches: Local state variables (e.g., availability of prey)
Resources (types of food consumed by foragers, e.g., prey
species and size classes): One or more components
Components (elements of resources that are assimilated by
foragers, e.g., energy): User-defined variables
Foragers (animals of one or more species/types): Userdefined variables such as size, energy stores

Processes (in the
order executed
each time step)

Habitat update: Temperature, turbidity, and cell depths and
velocities are updated
Spawning: Any female trout ready to spawn creates a redd
Habitat selection: Trout (from largest to smallest) select a
cell and deplete its food and cover
Growth: Trout gain or lose weight and length, depending on
food intake and metabolic costs
Survival: Trout may die from risks (e.g., predation,
starvation) that depend on trout and habitat states
Redd mortality: Eggs may die due to extreme temperature
and other risks
Birth: When fully developed, eggs become new juvenile
trout

Resource update: Changes in the density of patch resources
caused by consumption by the foragers or other factors;
changes in resource component density
Forager immigration into the system
Forager movement among patches
Forager consumption: Transfer of components into foragers
when resources are consumed
Forager physiology: Change forager component reserves due
to consumption metabolic costs
Forager emigration from the system
Forager mortality

Validation
(predictions
that have been
compared to
observed patterns)

Changes in trout distribution in response to changes in flow
Changes in trout distribution in response to presence of
larger competitors
Changes in distribution due to presence of piscivorous fish
Seasonal changes in selected water velocities
Changes in habitat selection in response to reduced food
availability
A critical period of high mortality among newly hatched
juveniles
Fewer large trout in the absence of pools
Differences in individual growth between reduced-flow and
control habitat units
Population biomass above and below a flow diversion

Changes in biomass of prey species due to consumption by
birds
Range of prey species and size of prey included in bird diets
Rate at which birds consume prey species from different
habitats
Distribution of birds among intertidal habitat patches
Proportion of birds using terrestrial habitats to supplement
food from intertidal habitats
Proportion of time spent feeding by birds
Body mass and rate of mass gain of birds
Mortality rate of birds during non-breeding season

juveniles of when to migrate out of their natal stream toward
the ocean (Railsback et al. 2013).
Although inSTREAM was not originally designed as a
virtual ecosystem for exploring and testing general hypotheses and assumptions, it contains enough natural complexity to be useful for this additional purpose. Perhaps the
most important general contribution from inSTREAM is
that the habitat selection method developed for it became
an important illustration of the theory for how individuals
make adaptive trade-off decisions when future conditions
are uncertain and subject to feedbacks from behavior. Such
a theory is crucial for modern ecological concepts, such as
trait-mediated trophic interactions, but has been elusive
(Railsback and Harvey 2013). inSTREAM was also used to
explore how well traditional habitat selection models can
predict a population’s response even under ideal conditions.
Habitat selection models were developed from observations
144 BioScience • February 2015 / Vol. 65 No. 2

of virtual trout within inSTREAM (so that the data used to
model the habitat selection were 100% complete and error
free) and were tested in subsequent simulation experiments
in which habitat availability was manipulated. The experiment identified eight reasons for which the habitat selection
models were unreliable (Railsback et al. 2003).
Railsback and Harvey (2011) tested the concept of food
limitation often used by fisheries and wildlife managers: that
if food is sufficiently available, it no longer limits population
size. Within inSTREAM, adaptive behavior lets trout convert
food availability into predation avoidance: When more food
was available, the fish fed less often and in safer places and,
therefore, survived longer, so the population size continued
to increase. Instead of food availability reaching a level at
which it no longer limited population growth, the effect of
food on population size continued to increase as food availability increased.
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org
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Table 2. Example issues to which inSTREAM and MORPH have been applied.
Theoretical questions

Management predictions

MORPH

inSTREAM

MORPH

Adaptive trade-offs: How can we
model decisions (e.g., habitat
and foraging effort selection) that
trade off growth and risk, when
future growth and risk is unknown
and subject to feedbacks of this
behavior?
Habitat selection modeling:
How useful is habitat selection
modeling for predicting population
response to habitat alteration?
Food limitation: How useful is
the traditional concept that food
“limits” populations only when
relatively scarce?

Decision rules: How do alternative
forager decision rules (e.g., rate
maximization or risk minimizing)
influence their distribution and
survival?
Competition and individual
variation: How do individual
variation, depletion and
interference competition affect
survival and distribution?
Spatial scale: When does spatial
variation in food abundance
and availability need to be
incorporated into models?

Stream flow assessment: Effects
of alternative policies for flow
releases from dams.
Stream temperature assessment:
Effects of changes in water
temperature regimes.
Turbidity assessment: Effects
of turbidity regimes, e.g., from
alternative forest harvest
management policies.
Habitat restoration project design
and assessment: Benefits of
restoration actions such as
re-shaping channels and adding
spawning gravel or hiding cover.
Flow fluctuation assessment:
Effects of hydropower “load
following” that causes flow to
change multiple times per day.
Barrier assessment: Effects
of barriers that prevent trout
movement up- or downstream.
Facultative anadromy: Effects of
river management on production
of anadromous individuals in
species with individuals that
decide adaptively whether to
migrate to the ocean.

Shellfishing: Shellfishing quotas
that account for biomass required
by shorebirds.
Disturbance from humans:
Impacts of increased disturbance
due to housing near the coast.
Sea level rise: Effects of future
sea level rise on shorebirds via
reduced habitat area.
Port development: Impacts of
habitat loss caused by port
development.
Tidal barrages: Impacts of
changes in habitat quality and
tidal exposure due to tidal power
barrages.
Wind farms: Effects of wind farms
on diving sea ducks.
Bridges: Effects of bridgeconstruction disturbance on sea
ducks.
Nuclear power stations: Effects of
warm-water outflows on shorebirds
via changes in prey species in
intertidal habitats.
Mitigation for developments:
Benefits of habitat creation to
offset habitat loss or disturbance
through development.

Lessons from the individual-based ecology of coastal
birds
Our second case study concerns the shorebirds and wildfowl
that occur in vast numbers in coastal habitats and that have
international protection. To advise on issues concerning
their conservation, ecologists need to predict how changes
to the environment will affect either population size or the
demographic processes, such as survival rate, that determine
population size.
Conceptualization. Despite the need, it has proven difficult to
use traditional techniques (e.g., population models or habitat
selection models) to accurately predict how changes to the
environment influence either the population size or the survival rate of coastal birds (Stillman and Goss-Custard 2010).
The difficulties include the fact that environmental changes
to sites are often novel, and so there are rarely historical data
to predict how the population size within a site will be influenced by these changes, and the fact that measuring survival
in these species is complex and time consuming, which
means that survival rates have been measured at relatively
few sites.
IBE has proven to be an appropriate solution because
population-level processes in coastal birds can be understood as arising from individual behavioral mechanisms that
can be accurately measured or predicted. Furthermore, there
is a good understanding of the fitness-related factors on
which these species can base their decisions (e.g., starvation
risk can be reduced by maximizing the rate of consuming
prey). Starvation and body condition depend on the adaptive
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org

behavior of individuals (e.g., their choice of diet and feeding
location); the number of birds present within a site; variations in foraging efficiency and the dominance of individuals; local competitive interactions among individuals; the
area, quality, and spatial arrangement of feeding habitat; the
time for which the feeding habitat is exposed by the tide;
and the effects of food and competitor density on the rate at
which birds consume food. IBE has been successfully applied
to these species because it has been possible to accurately
measure or predict these processes and to integrate them
within IBMs to predict population-level responses. The
important advantages of these IBMs over alternative models
are that their predictions are derived from fitness-based
decisionmaking, which is more likely to persist when the
birds encounter novel environments than are the empirical
relationships within habitat association models, and that
IBMs directly predict survival and body condition, which are
closely linked to factors determining population size.
Implementation. The first coastal bird IBM was developed for

the Eurasian oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus) feeding
on mussels (Mytilus edulis) during the nonbreeding season
on the Exe Estuary in England (Goss-Custard et al. 1995,
Stillman et al. 2000a, 2001). The Exe Estuary was chosen as
the study site because of its relatively small size, accessibility, and relative isolation from neighboring estuaries. The
oystercatcher was an ideal study species, because its large
size and large prey make its competitive processes easy
to observe. Important steps toward the development and
validation of an IBM were the quantification of the food
February 2015 / Vol. 65 No. 2 • BioScience 145
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Diversification. To allow coastal bird IBMs to be applied more

rapidly to a wider range of systems, three major breakthroughs were required to cope with the following problems:
model complexity, software designs that were too specific,
and requirements for prohibitively large data sets.
The original IBM represented the foraging behavior of
the birds in great detail. A sensitivity analysis of the model
showed that many of the foraging parameters had less influence on predictions than did broader parameters representing factors such as the average rate of consuming food
or overall energy demands. Furthermore, accurate values
of such detailed parameters were unlikely to be available
for systems less intensively studied than the Exe Estuary.
Therefore, one of the main ways in which the IBM was
simplified was representing foraging behavior more simply
than in the original model, so fewer parameters need to be
estimated for each new study system.
Several elements of the Exe Estuary and shorebirds had
been hard coded into the original IBM and its software
implementation; it contained shorebird-specific assumptions and assumptions that were only applicable to certain
coastal sites. Therefore, new software, MORPH (figure 2b,
table 1), was developed to address these limitations (Stillman
2008). MORPH contains a basic framework to describe
animal physiology and foraging behavior and the distribution and abundance of resources. Its key assumption is that
individuals behave to maximize a specific fitness-related
factor—for example, the rate of consuming food. Allowing
the user to specify this factor is a more general way of modeling decisionmaking than was used in the original model.
146 BioScience • February 2015 / Vol. 65 No. 2

MORPH achieves its flexibility by using equations specified by the user rather than having hard-coded equations.
MORPH therefore learns about a system from the information provided to it. This adaptive design of MORPH means
that new systems can be modeled without new software.
Much of the time-consuming research underlying the
original IBM measured the relationship between the feeding rate of birds and the density of food and competitors; in ecology, this is called the functional response. The
functional response is important because it determines
how starvation and body condition are influenced by the
amount of food and the population size of birds. Finding
new ways to quickly parameterize the functional response
allowed models to be more rapidly applied to new species and systems. The influence of competitor density on
the feeding rates in different shorebird–prey systems was
determined using a combination of field observations and
small-scale IBMs (Stillman et al. 2000b, 2002). This combination allowed the functional response to be predicted
in three ways: (1) from previous empirical studies of a
range of species, (2) from a separate IBM of interference,
and (3) from the foraging behavior of the bird species
and the mobility and antipredator escape responses of the
prey. The empirical and modeling developments allowed
the functional response to be predicted for different bird
species, prey, and sites without the need for many years of
time-consuming fieldwork.
These breakthroughs accelerated the rate at which IBMs
can be parameterized and validated for coastal and wetland
bird systems. Since 2000, these IBMs have been applied to
over 35 systems and have been used to advise conservationists on the potential impact of environmental changes
caused by sea level rise, habitat loss, shellfishing, disturbance
from humans, tidal barrages, wind farms, nuclear power
stations, and changes in agriculture and hunting (table 2;
Stillman et al. 2003, Stillman and Goss-Custard 2010). Metaanalyses of model predictions have been used to show the
threshold amounts of shellfish food required to support
oystercatchers throughout the nonbreeding system in different sites (Goss-Custard et al. 2004). Although MORPH has
been mainly applied to shorebirds, it has also been applied
to grazing wildfowl (Duriez et al. 2009), diving ducks, and
wetland birds (Stillman and Goss-Custard 2010). Learning
from previous experience has been a key factor in increasing
the speed with which new models can be developed. The
increased speed of model development has not come at the
cost of reduced predictive ability; the models have typically
been able to predict the real systems with sufficient accuracy
to usefully advise conservation (Stillman and Goss-Custard
2010).
Learning from the lessons: Guidelines for individualbased ecology
We use the lessons learned from the trout and bird studies
and from other applications of IBE to provide guidelines for
undertaking a general research program of IBE (figure 1).
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org
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supply and its population dynamics, the measurement of
individual variation in foraging efficiency and dominance
and how these factors determine individual feeding rates, the
measurement of seasonal changes in the spatial distribution
of birds and the time at which birds move to more marginal
habitats, the measurement of the nonbreeding survival of the
birds (Durell et al. 2001), and the programming of the IBM.
A build-up approach was adopted for the development
of the IBM. Processes and parameters needed to make the
model reproduce the mortality rates observed in the wild
over five calibration winters (1976–1977 through 1980–
1981) were included, step-by-step, testing the accuracy of the
model as each new parameter or process was included. Once
the model was able to predict the observed mean mortality
rate recorded over the 5 calibration years and the underlying
behavior from which mortality was predicted, it was used to
generate a density-dependent mortality function (Stillman
et al. 2000a). The model predicted that mortality would
be density dependent, and this prediction was supported
when the winter mortality rate was measured in 6 subsequent years (Durell et al. 2001). This quantitative agreement
between prediction and observation, in combination with
the fact that density dependence was predicted by the model
before its presence in nature had been demonstrated, provided strong validation of the approach.
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as field observations), incorporating new understanding
of the system as it emerges. The interaction between data
collection and model development is a key element of IBE:
Model development is guided by empirical knowledge of
the system, whereas knowledge gaps and model predictions
direct data collection.
The comparison of model results to data is just as important in IBE as it is elsewhere, but IBMs also need to be
validated by showing that their individual-level processes are
sufficiently realistic. Validation is central to both the implementation and the diversification phases. Pattern-oriented
modeling, illustrated by the validation of individual behavior and population dynamics of inSTREAM and MORPH
(table 1), is a strategy for designing and testing models of
complex systems by comparing the observations and predictions of multiple processes, at multiple levels, from the
individual to the population and community (Grimm and
Railsback 2012). IBMs should be designed to reproduce not
just one but multiple patterns observed in the real system at
different scales and levels of organization. Doing so reduces
the risk that a model reproduces the right pattern for the
wrong reason, because, in real systems, different patterns are
linked to each other in ways that reflect the systems’ internal
organization. Each pattern serves as a filter for falsifying
unsuitable versions of submodels and unsuitable parameter
combinations. In contrast, traditional population models
that lack internal mechanisms are often focused only on
single patterns, such as population growth rates or cycles.
Gaining a thorough understanding of behavior—and, in
particular, adaptive decisionmaking—is a key step in the
implementation of IBE. The trout and coastal bird IBMs
were based on existing knowledge of the behavior of these
well-studied species but still required new theories of decisionmaking and new data. The early phases of IBE will be
more productive if they are based on species or sites for
which behavioral parameters are already available, can be
collected, or can be predicted from existing theory (e.g., optimal foraging behavior, state-dependent trade-offs). However,
an alternative is to evolve behavioral rules in the computer,
assuming that rules conveying fitness to simulated individuals adequately represent the naturally evolved behaviors of
real organisms (e.g., Giske et al. 1998, Huse and Giske 1998,
Bauer and Klaassen 2013).

Implementation. This phase puts the conceptual ideas of IBE

parameterized and validated IBM will exist for one or more
systems. Two possible issues exist, however. The IBM may
be relatively complicated and overfitted to the test system,
and it may contain parameters or processes that cannot be
measured in other systems with reasonable effort. In contrast, early IBMs can also lack processes that are important
in other systems to which they could otherwise be applied.
Sensitivity and robustness analyses are therefore required
to determine the extent to which the IBM can be simplified
without adversely affecting its predictive power or how it
must include more detail to be more general (Evans et al.

into practice by developing an IBM and testing it to determine whether key processes are modeled well enough to
make predictions useful for research questions or conservation problems. Typically, the first IBM will be developed for
a relatively simple or well-studied system, for which general
functional relationships are established in the literature
or can be observed in a relatively straightforward manner.
The programming and adaptation of the initial IBM will
most likely be undertaken in parallel with data collection
(which can include lab experiments on individuals, as well
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org

Diversification. Near the end of the implementation phase, a
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Conceptualization. IBE is an appropriate conceptual framework when variation among individuals, local interactions
among individuals, adaptive behavior, or the presence of
dynamic or spatially heterogeneous resources are important
in determining population processes. Alternative approaches
are likely to be more simplistic (e.g., population models or
habitat selection models) and less dependent on mechanistic
understanding. For both river trout and coastal birds, the
alternative approaches essentially related the abundance
(or density) of the animals to habitat features, using either
empirical relationships or simple assumptions about the
influence of habitat on distribution. The main advantage
of IBE was that the basis of its predictions—representing
individual behavior as the consequence of fitness-seeking
decisions—was more likely to hold for new environmental
conditions than were the empirical relationships within the
statistical models. IBE is a useful conceptual framework
if the processes that drive the population, such as survival
and reproduction, can be understood in terms of behavioral
mechanisms, which, themselves, can be measured or modeled with sufficient precision to make meaningful predictions. It is also important that the link between behavior and
fitness be understood sufficiently well to incorporate appropriate decisions within the models. IBE’s intended basis for
predictive models are first principles, in the sense that all
population and community-level structures and dynamics
emerge from what individuals decide to do, which, in turn,
is based on evolutionary, physiological, and physicochemical
principles.
IBE is a useful conceptual framework for understanding
the ecology of any fitness-seeking organism. For example,
it has proven valuable for understanding the importance
of individual behavior on the dynamics of plant populations and communities. Lin and colleagues (2013) used an
IBM to demonstrate that changes in the population-level
self-thinning trajectory are dominated by internal physiological mechanisms at the level of organisms, but only if
the competition among neighboring plants is asymmetric
rather than symmetric. Piou and colleagues (2008) used the
KiWi IBM of Berger and Hildenbrandt (2000) to identify
how mangrove forest succession patterns are determined by
underlying mechanisms, including the competing theories
of the tidal sorting of seeds and species physiological adaptations to nutrient availability and salinity.

Overview Articles
Table 3. Major developments that have made individual-based modeling (IBM) and ecology (IBE) more productive.
Benefits

ODD protocol for describing IBMs (Grimm et al. 2010);
TRACE (Grimm et al. 2014) protocol for documenting
model development, analysis, and application

Standardized and thorough methods for describing IBMs and the modeling process
make models and their results easier to understand and replicate; protocols also
improve model design by providing a comprehensive list of concepts that need to
be considered.

Pattern oriented modeling (Grimm and Railsback 2005,
2012)

Provides an efficient strategy based on observed patterns for designing IBMs,
developing theory and submodels for individual traits, and parameterizing models;
validates models by comparing results to multiple patterns observed at levels from
individual behavior to population or community processes making them more likely
to capture essential mechanisms of the real system.

IBM software platforms

Compared with using general programming languages, IBMs can be programmed
more rapidly, by users with less experience, and with more built-in observation and
analysis tools.

Generalized IBM software

Whole classes of IBM can be developed rapidly; models do not need to be recoded
for each new study system; only the parameters need to be changed.

Standardized submodels

IBM components such as behavioral traits, energy budgets, and interactions are
standardized and can be implemented by just changing parameter values.

2013). Sensitivity analyses are used to examine the sensitivity of model results to uncertainties in model parameters.
Robustness analysis varies and simplifies model structure
and processes to identify essential and inessential elements
of the model. The need for robustness analysis has long been
known (Grimm 1999, Grimm and Railsback 2005) but is
yet to be fully acknowledged. It certainly requires resources
but pays off in making models more generally applicable.
Continued validation throughout the diversification phase
is key and must not only compare the final results to data
but also show that individual-level mechanisms are realistic
enough to be useful.
The need for an eventual payoff is important, because it
increases the productivity of IBE by increasing the speed and
efficiency with which IBMs can be applied to an increasing
number of systems and problems. In fact, the practice of IBE
has already produced protocols, tools, and knowledge that
have become widely used and accepted as making research
and applications much more efficient and effective (table 3).
Software tools for IBE have improved rapidly. Projects such
as the ones that we profiled here have produced software,
such as MORPH, that are applicable to wide classes of
systems. At the same time, general IBM platforms, such as
NetLogo (http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo) have evolved
with the practice of IBE to allow even inexperienced programmers to develop powerful software for IBMs rapidly
(Railsback and Grimm 2012).
Even more important than reusable and general software
tools is reusable and general theory for individual-level processes, such as adaptive behavior, physiology and energetics,
and interaction. For such processes, the early practice of IBE
has typically required the development and testing of theory
that is just complex enough to produce useful system-level
dynamics; population ecology lacks such theory, whereas
theory from behavioral ecology is often too limited in scope
to be useful in IBMs (Railsback and Harvey 2013). Theory
for IBE is now becoming available, making future studies
more efficient and models more reliable. The development
148 BioScience • February 2015 / Vol. 65 No. 2

of theory for adaptive trade-offs between growth and risk,
for example, was an important element of our trout case
study.
Energetics are often critical for IBMs, because energy allocation is a key way in which organisms relate behavior (e.g.,
foraging rates) to fitness (growth to reduce predation risk,
energy storage to avoid starvation, or offspring production).
In the trout and shorebird models, different approaches
were used to represent the individuals’ energy budget, but
energy budget theories exist that are more generally applicable (Sibly et al. 2013). Dynamic energy budget theory (e.g.,
Sousa et al. 2010) is one such approach; in this case, standard
equations are used for growth, maturation, and reproduction. Species differ only in parameter values, which can be
determined from observations of individuals under different
conditions. Generic software has been developed to implement this theory in IBMs (Martin et al. 2013).
Standard theory for interaction among individuals has
also been developed. In many IBMs of plant systems, sizedependent circular zones are used to describe individual
plants and their overlap as a way to represent competition for resources with neighboring plants (e.g., Monserud
1976, Schwinning and Weiner 1998). This zone-of-influence
concept is well established in plant ecology and used to
describe both above- (e.g., Lin et al. 2012) and below-ground
competition (Lin et al. 2013). The field-of-neighborhood
(figure 2c) theory (Berger and Hildenbrandt 2000) accounts
for variation in the strength of competition within the zone
of influence and has been used to model competition in
plants (Bauer et al. 2002) and even in territorial animals
(Piou et al. 2007). In individual-based forest gap models,
vertical competition for light has been modeled in a standardized way for over four decades (Botkin et al. 1972, Liu
and Ashton 1995, Bugmann 2001). Theory for interference
competition in foraging animals has been based on kleptoparasitic (Stillman et al. 2002, Rappoldt et al. 2010) and prey
disturbance interaction distances (Stillman et al. 2000b).
Predation and competition for food and habitat are other
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org
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Overview Articles
kinds of interaction for which standard models are emerging
(Railsback and Grimm 2012).
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